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Abstract. This paper describes the incentives for firms to seek voluntary product safety

certifications. We consider a firm that makes the decision of whether or not to seek certification prior to selling the product. We show that even when the firm and the consumers
have the same beliefs about the product’s safety, there are incentives for the firm to seek
safety certification. The main analysis investigates the role of consumer moral hazard and
shows that it can lead to greater incentives for voluntary certification when inherent product safety and effort are substitutes, but smaller incentives when they are complements.
The analysis of consumer moral hazard provides a nuanced perspective on the so-called
risk compensation or the “Peltzman effect” phenomenon, which postulates higher levels
of accidents for safer products. In our paper, products that are successfully certified can
end up with a higher incidence of accidents. We also uncover an interesting nonmonotonic
relationship between effectiveness of consumers’ effort and the firm’s incentives to seek
certification. Finally, we find that certification can be welfare enhancing in the presence of
consumer moral hazard.
History: Accepted by Matthew Shum, marketing.
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1. Introduction

important mechanism through which firms can learn
about and then communicate the safety of their products to consumers.
Product safety as a characteristic is distinct from
product quality in several important ways that are captured in this paper. First, safety failures imply accident
and injury to the consumer, which are treated differently by the courts as compared to quality failures that
do not involve consumer injury. While the latter is subject to the law of warranty contracts, the former is subject to the law of torts. A firm is only liable for product
quality failures if it chooses to offer warranties, and
then too the liability is limited to the extent of the warranty. In contrast, for consumer injury from safety failures, a firm is liable for what is referred to as “strict
liability,” as governed by tort law, which makes safety
distinct from product quality. Second, strict liability
is imposed on the firm by the court even if the firm
had met the minimum safety standards as stipulated
by the law. The consumer only needs to prove in the
court that an injury was caused during product usage.
Third, even under strict liability, the practical reality
is that the consumer is often only partially compensated.2 Fourth, U.S. consumer product firms are stipulated by law to disclose all known product safety issues
and mandatory testing information to consumers. This
implies that even when safety is uncertain, consumers
and firms are still likely to have symmetric beliefs
about the level of product safety. This is especially true

Product safety is a characteristic of the product that
determines the likelihood of accidents and potential
consumer injury. Safety-related product failures are
common. According to Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) estimates based on its National Electronic Injury Surveillance System, about 38.6 million
people sought medical attention for injuries related to
consumer products between October 2010 and September 2011. These safety failures can impose significant
costs on consumers in the form of trauma, disability,
lost earnings, and death. The National Safety Council (2013) estimates the economic losses from unintentional safety-related injuries, both fatal and nonfatal, to
have been about $753 billion in 2011.
Given the prevalence of product safety failures, it is
natural that consumers care about product safety levels.1 However, consumers often do not have full information about the safety levels of the products they use.
In fact, because safety may depend in a complex manner on the integration of product design, manufacturing, and the environment in which the product is used,
it is common for even firms to be uncertain about the
extent to which their products are prone to accidents.
This would be especially true for new products that
have not been in the market for long. Safety certification
through independent third-party certifiers such as the
American National Standards Institute, ASTM International, and Underwriters Laboratories (UL) is an
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for products that are relatively new and early on in
the product life cycle, when the firm does not have
the opportunity to accumulate additional safety information available from selling the product over time.
In contrast, when there is quality uncertainty, it is more
likely that firms have better information about product
quality prior to consumer purchase.
Our analysis aims to explain the rationale for the
safety certification strategies of firms and captures
some important market features. First, there is heterogeneity in firm strategies within an industry and across
markets: while some firms voluntarily go through a
costly and complex safety certification process, others
eschew this process. Even within an industry, certification strategies can differ. For example, in the toy
industry, while Fisher-Price does not use third-party
safety certification, Disney does. Second, while safetycertified firms can inform consumers about successful
certification through a seal or sticker from the certification agency, consumers typically do not know whether
the absence of a certification sticker is due to a failed
certification attempt or the firm’s decision to not seek
certification in the first place. This is because most certification agencies do not report a denied certification.
Third, the likelihood of a product safety failure may
depend not only on its inherent product safety characteristics, but also on the extent to which the consumer exercises care or is negligent while using the
product—in other words the extent of consumer moral
hazard. For example, consumer moral hazard is important in the automobile industry because the likelihood
of an accident depends significantly upon the extent to
which the consumer drives safely. The paper examines
the manner in which consumer moral hazard affects
certification incentives.
In the model, a firm sells a product that is subject to
accident with some probability in the hands of the consumer, leading to injury. There is uncertainty about the
safety level, and the firm may either be of high or low
safety, which implies high or low probability of accident. In the case of an accident, the consumer needs
to be compensated by the firm under the strict liability
requirement imposed by the court for losses suffered
in the accident. As discussed above, the compensation
may be partial. The firm first chooses whether or not
to seek costly certification from a third-party certification agency. The certification process, while informative of the safety level, is nevertheless imperfect
in that it provides better than prior but not perfect
information about the firm’s safety level. If the firm
decides to go for certification and is successful, it gets
to use a certification seal that is observable to consumers. Conditional on the outcome of the certification process, the firm chooses the price, and consumers
then make inferences about the safety level of product
and their purchase decision. Postpurchase, consumers
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also decide the extent of care that they want to invest
in product usage. Given this framework, we analyze
the firm’s incentives to voluntarily seek product safety
certification.
The first result from the analysis is that the firm
can have the incentive to voluntarily seek safety certification even when it has no better information about
safety than consumers. This incentive turns on the
fact that if consumers do not observe the firm’s decision to seek certification, the absence of a safety seal
implies that the consumer will be unable to distinguish
between a firm that chose not to seek certification and
one that did but was denied certification by the third
party.
The important results of the paper pertain to how
the nature of consumer moral hazard affects certification incentives: Consumer moral hazard leads to
greater certification incentives if product safety and
consumers’ effort are substitutes in the sense that
increased consumer effort has a lower marginal effect
in reducing accidents for a higher-safety product.
In contrast, it leads to lower certification incentives if
they are complements (i.e., increased consumer effort
reduces accidents to a greater extent for higher-safety
products). In the substitutes case, the presence of the
certification seal on the product makes consumers less
concerned about using the product negligently. In contrast, if safety and effort are complements, it is the
absence of the safety certification seal that makes consumers less concerned about using the product negligently. Next, we identify an interesting nonmonotonic
effect of the effectiveness of the consumers’ effort on
the firm’s certification incentives. For the substitutes
case, the incentive for voluntary safety certification first
increases and then decreases with the effectiveness of
consumer effort, whereas it is the opposite for the complements case. The nonmonotonicity originates from
how the change in the optimal level of consumer effort
in using the product with care is affected by the firm’s
decision to adopt certification as the effectiveness of
effort increases.
Our analysis of consumer moral hazard also provides a perspective on what has been termed in the
literature as the risk compensation effect or the “Peltzman effect”—which is the idea that consumers may
respond to the perceived level of safety and may
become less careful if they perceived that a product/activity was made safer, which in turn can lead to
greater incidence of accidents when products became
safer. While the effect is theoretically sensible, there has
been a debate about whether it is empirically significant (see Levitt and Porter 2001). Our analysis provides
a more nuanced perspective that is predicated on the
certification decisions of firms: Firm certification strategies can rationally make consumers behave as if they
were indulging in the risk compensation/Peltzman
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effect-like behavior. Consumers may switch from being
careful to being negligent in product use when a firm
with successful certification induces favorable beliefs
about product safety. This is indeed true for the substitutes case; but interestingly, when effort and safety are
complements, consumers’ response to a more favorable
safety belief induced by a successful certification is the
opposite of the Peltzman effect—i.e., they become more
willing to use the product with care.
Finally, we investigate welfare implications of the
voluntary safety certification and find that certification can be welfare enhancing in the presence of consumer moral hazard. This result holds regardless of
whether safety and effort are substitutes or complements. The change in the consumers’ optimal effort
choices in response to certification-generated information about safety drives the increase in welfare. If certification has no effect on consumers’ optimal effort
choices or if there is no consumer moral hazard, certification leads to lower welfare.
1.1. Related Research
The focus of much of the earlier work on product safety
was on the assignment of producer liability. In an initial analysis, Oi (1973) showed that, contrary to conventional wisdom, shifting the liability for accidents from
consumers to the firm can lead to increased production
of riskier products, because firms are now forced to
offer a bundle of the riskier product and a full-coverage
insurance policy. Spence (1977) compares the role of
producer liability with direct regulation and consumer
information provision in promoting safety investments
when consumers underestimate the probability of accidents.3 Png (1987) shows that award of damages for
loss, tighter negligence standards, and the adoption of
a rule under which the loser at trial pays litigation costs
of the winner increase the firm’s incentive to produce
safer products.
The question of whether out-of-court settlement or
trial is more effective in promoting safety has also
received attention. This question can be seen as the
decision to choose ex post (after the accident) openness or confidentiality. Polinsky and Rubinfeld (1988)
compare out-of-court settlements to trials and show
that when the deterrence effect of trials is taken into
account, they may be superior from a policy perspective despite their higher transaction cost. In this vein,
Daughety and Reinganum (2005) compare trial vs. settlement but from the firm’s perspective. They show
that a firm’s commitment to openness instead of confidentially settling out of court can be more profitable
when the cost of credible auditing to verify openness
is sufficiently low. As opposed to this literature, the
voluntary-certification decision in our paper can be
seen as an ex ante (before the accident) rather than the
ex post choice of openness and can therefore affect consumer beliefs about product safety prior to purchase.

Our analysis is related to the product warranties literature under consumer moral hazard and/or asymmetric information. In this context, Cooper and Ross
(1985) investigate role of product warranties in the
presence of double moral hazard when both firm
and consumer effort affect product quality failures,
whereas Lutz (1989) analyzes the role of warranties
to signal product quality in the presence of consumer
moral hazard. Padmanabhan and Rao (1993) examine
the effect of consumer moral hazard and heterogeneity
in individual risk preferences on the optimal warranty
policy, but warranty contracts are less relevant in the
context of product safety, because unlike quality failures, any failure in product safety is governed by the
strict liability rule according to the law of torts. Further, with consumer moral hazard, the assignment of
responsibility in the event of a safety failure depends
in the United States on the principle of comparative
negligence. Our model formally incorporates these two
aspects that characterize product safety-related failures
and how they interact with consumer moral hazard.
Further, though the consumer effort clearly affects the
probability of an accident, there is no paper that we
are aware of that considers consumer moral hazard in
product safety and the associated role of certification.
This paper is also related to the literature on quality disclosure that originates in Grossman (1981) and
Milgrom (1981) and the classic unraveling result that
all quality levels are separated and revealed in equilibrium because the highest types in any potential pooling set will have the incentive to reveal their type
through disclosure. In marketing, Guo and Zhao (2009)
study the effect of competition on the sellers’ incentive to disclose quality information. In a policy context,
Zhang (2014) examines the implications of policymakers’ decision to mandate product content disclosure
considering the effect of both transparency of product
content and consumer inference of the content quality.4
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the baseline model. Section 3 introduces
consumer moral hazard and presents its implications
for the firm’s incentives to seek safety certification.
Section 4 presents extensions of the baseline model.
Section 5 concludes.

2. The Basic Model
Consider a monopolist firm that produces a product
that has a safety attribute and whose marginal cost of
production is constant and set to zero. Product safety is
captured by θt , where t ∈ {l, h} represents the type of
the firm and whether its product has low or high safety
levels. Assume that 1 > θh > θl > 0. Product safety θt is
the probability with which the product works without
an accident when used by the consumers. Accidents
happen with probability 1 − θt when a consumer uses
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a product of type t; thus, a high-safety product has a
lower accident probability.
At the start of the game, nature moves and draws the
firm type from a Bernoulli distribution and assigns it to
the firm. The firm has product safety level θh with prior
probability α, and it is θl with the complementary
probability. The prior probability distribution is common knowledge. The realized value of θt is not known
to either the firm or the consumers. When both the
consumers and the firm do not know θt , they have the
symmetric beliefs about product safety. This is the case
for many consumer product categories in the United
States because firms are stipulated by law to disclose all
known safety-related issues to the consumers. Specifically, the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act
(CPSIA) of 2008 requires that all consumer product
companies must report potentially unsafe, hazardous,
or noncompliant products to the CPSC or face civil
penalties. Further, note that all products must meet
minimum mandatory safety standards and this information is public. However, products can and do have
differing safety performance over and above what is
dictated by minimum mandatory standards. Thus, the
role of voluntary third-party certification is to potentially produce additional safety information that can
help the market distinguish between high- and lowsafety products. The firm can choose whether or not to
subject itself to a voluntary safety certification and can
choose to sell the product to consumers either with or
without safety certification.
The certification decision of the firm is denoted by
c ∈ {C, NC}, where C represents “certification” and NC
represents “no certification.” Third-party certification
is costly, and the cost is denoted by k > 0. The certification process is informative of the product’s safety,
but it is imperfect. A firm of a given type is correctly
classified as its own type with probability ρ > 0.5 and
incorrectly classified as the other type with probability 1 − ρ.5 The outcome of certification that is either a
“seal” if the firm is found to be of type θh or “no seal”
if the firm is found to be of type θl is represented by
o ∈ {S, NS}. A firm obviously informs consumers about
certification only if the outcome is positive. Therefore,
in the absence of a safety-certified seal on the product, the consumers must rationally form beliefs about
the certification decision of the firm. After the outcome
of the certification stage, the firm sets the price p for
the product, and consumers make their purchase decisions. The rationale for the firm to make a certification
decision before setting prices is that while certification
is a lengthy process and is not easily changeable, prices
can be easily changed in the short run once the certification outcome is known to the firm.
The market consists of a unit mass of consumers and
each consumer buys at most one unit of the product.
The product has basic valuation v that is assumed to
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be large enough such that the firm sells the product
even if it is denied certification. This assumption rules
out a trivial demand based reason for product certification and makes us focus on the more interesting
incentive based rationale for the choice of certification:
If v is such that the consumer buys a product only if it
has a safety seal, then the firm would clearly seek certification for small enough costs. By assuming v to be
sufficiently large, we eliminate this obvious incentive
for the firm to seek certification. Also, if v is such that
the firm does not sell the product when it is denied
certification (and consumers believe so) but sells the
product otherwise, an incentive for certification is still
created. This is because certification creates the option
of not selling the product for the firm when beliefs
about firm type are unfavorable. In the main analysis,
by assuming v to be sufficiently large we eliminate this
other reason for certification as well; but in Section 4.3
we present the analysis of the case in which the firm
chooses not to sell when it is denied certification.
Consumers observe the outcome of certification (if it
is positive) and the price before making the purchase
decision. They also form beliefs λ(o, p) about the certification decision of the firm. The consumer makes
her purchase decision s ∈ {0, 1} based on her belief
µ(λ, o, p) about the firm’s type, the price charged, and
the consumer’s expectation of the uncompensated loss
in the event of an accident. We represent by L the full
loss to the consumer upon an accident and by L f the
transfer that the firm is stipulated by the court of law
to make to the consumer in case of an accident. As
already noted, even if the court requires the firm to
fully compensate the physical losses, there may still
remain uncompensated losses for the consumer; to capture this, we allow L f < L. Thus, the uncompensated
losses of the consumer is L c  L − L f .
We look for the perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE)
of this game. The equilibrium consists of the beliefs
λ(o, p) and µ(λ, o, p) of the consumer, the consumer
purchase decision s(λ, µ, p), the certification decision
of the firm c, and the price set by the firm p(c, o) such
that (i) the purchase decision of the consumer maximizes her expected payoff, given her beliefs; (ii) the
certification decision and the price maximize the firm’s
expected payoff, given consumer’s purchase decision;
and (iii) the consumer beliefs are consistent with the
firm’s strategy in the equilibrium. A summary of the
timing of the model is shown in Figure 1.
2.1. Analysis and Results
Product safety θt is uncertain for both the firm and consumers and so both the firm as well as consumers have
same ex ante beliefs about product safety. If the firm
seeks certification it gets certified as type θh with probability αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ). However, with probability
α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ it will be classified to be of type θl .
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Figure 1. Timing
Nature draws a type
and assigns it to
the ﬁrm

Firm sets price after
observing certiﬁcation
outcome

Firm makes
certiﬁcation decision

Accidents may happen and
the firm makes a transfer to
the consumer

Consumer forms beliefs and
makes purchase decision

The consumer observes the outcome of certification
(if certification is granted) but not the certification decision of the firm. Consumers will therefore have to
form beliefs about the certification decision of the firm
and the firm type in deciding whether to purchase
the product, and these beliefs will be derived using
Bayes’s rule wherever possible. The following proposition describes equilibrium certification strategies.
Proposition 1. When both the firm and the consumers do

not observe the safety level:
1. If k ≤ (α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )L c )/(α(1 − ρ) +
(1 − α)ρ), the firm seeks voluntary certification in equilibrium.
2. If k ≥ α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )L c , the firm does not
seek voluntary certification in equilibrium.
The conditions above are also graphically presented
in Figure 2. Even if both the firm and consumers have
identical beliefs about the safety of the product, a firm
may still seek certification in equilibrium. The rationale for this is predicated on the inability of consumers
to observe the certification decision of the firm and
to detect any deviation in the certification decision.
This means that if a firm makes an out-of-equilibrium
deviation to no-certification consumers would not be
Figure 2. (Color online) Equilibria in k-α Space
1.0

able to distinguish it from the event that the firm was
denied certification. While such a deviation helps the
firm to save the certification cost k, it must also now
set a lower price that is consistent with the consumers’
belief that the firm could also have been denied certification. This provides the incentive for the firm to
seek certification, unless the cost savings from deviation exceeds the loss due to the low price the firm must
set upon deviation.
It is intuitive that the certification equilibrium will
exist when k is small enough, and no certification for
sufficiently large costs. In the intermediate range of k,
both the certification and the no certification equilibria exist.6 This happens because consumers believe the
firm to be high safety with higher probability upon not
observing safety seal in the no-certification equilibrium
compared to in the certification equilibrium.7 The more
interesting point is that the firm has smaller incentive
to seek certification if the prior belief about the firm
having a high-safety product is either too high or too
low. If prior beliefs are more extreme, the certification
outcome has a lesser effect on ex post beliefs, which
means that the price that firm would set does not differ
too much between a positive and a negative certification outcome. Seeking certification therefore becomes
less attractive. This result may potentially explain the
differences between the certification strategies of firms
in the toy industry described in the Introduction.

0.9

3. Consumer Moral Hazard and Safety

0.8

In a number of product markets, the likelihood of
an accident and injury depends not only on product
safety, but also on the extent to which the consumer is
careful while using the product. A car rated highly on
safety may still end up being more accident prone if
driven less carefully by the consumer. We now introduce consumer moral hazard to the basic model and
study its effects on the firm’s incentives to seek safety
certification. The consumer can either be negligent in
using the product, and not incur any cost, or use the
product with care by incurring a cost κ > 0. Negligent
use of the product is represented by low consumer
effort e l , while the careful use of the product is denoted
by higher consumer effort e h > e l .8
The probability of an accident depends on the effort
choice of the consumer and the inherent product safety.
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Notes. C, NC, and C–NC represent certification, no certification,
and mixed strategy equilibrium, respectively. Example for ρ  0.7,
θh  0.9, θl  0.7, L c  2.
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If the consumer uses a product of safety θt with care
and invests the effort e h , then accidents happen with
probability 1 − θt . But a negligent use by the consumer
increases the likelihood of an accident beyond 1 − θt .
As in a standard moral hazard setup, the firm cannot
observe whether or not the consumer put out effort,
and so the effort is not contractible. However, in the
event of an accident, a court can determine whether or
not the consumer was negligent. Consumer effort and
product safety could interact in different ways to determine the probability of the accident. In what follows,
we examine firm’s incentive for certification under two
canonical setups: one in which product safety and consumer effort are substitutes and the other in which they
are complements.9
3.1. The Substitutes Case
Suppose that consumer effort and product safety are
substitutes in deciding the probability with which the
product works without an accident. By substitutability we mean that the marginal effect of high consumer
effort e h in reducing accident probability is lower for
a high-safety product. Suppose that the probability of
accident when the consumer is negligent is (1 − θt ) ·
(1 + ε), whereas it is (1 − θt ) if the consumer uses
the product with care and puts out the effort e h . The
parameter ε, (0 < ε ≤ 1), can be interpreted as the effectiveness of the consumer’s effort. A small ε means
that consumer effort does not significantly change the
probability of accident. The formulation represents the
idea that the marginal effect of high consumer effort in
reducing the accident probability is lower for a highsafety firm. To make the ideas more concrete, consider the SUV market where the SUV Volvo XC60 was
among the top safety picks for 2014 and has a superior rating from the Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety and Consumer Reports, while the Honda Pilot
has a lower rating. Substitution between product safety
and consumer effort implies that increased consumer
care would have a lower effect on reducing the accident probability for the Volvo XC60 as compared to the
Honda Pilot. Such a relationship is relevant for categories such as automobiles or appliances.
We require that θl ≥ 12 , which ensures that the probability of accident is bounded below one. If the consumer uses the product with care and an accident
occurs, the court will require the firm to make a transfer L f to the consumer using the strict liability rule.
The assignment of liability when the consumer is negligent has been a topic of debate in the law of torts
(see Glannon 2010). We adopt and model the most
commonly used liability assignment rule in the United
States called the “law of comparative negligence.”10
When using the law of comparative negligence, the
firm’s liability for the accident is proportionally
reduced by the court to reflect the negligence on the
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part of the consumer in causing the accident.11 Recall
that the probability of accident when consumers use
the product with care is 1 − θt and increases to (1 − θt ) ·
(1 + ε) when consumers use the product negligently.
The court attributes the increase in the probability of
accident to the consumer. Therefore, the court determines the liability of the firm for an accident when the
consumer uses the product negligently using the law
of comparative negligence at (1/(1 + ε))L f .
The timing of the game is the same as before except
that now the consumer decides between using the
product negligently or with care after product purchase. Suppose the consumers were to believe that the
firm did not seek certification and set a price p NC . If
a consumer buys the product, she will have to decide
whether or not to put out the effort e h and use the product with care. The expected utility of the consumer
from expending the effort is
Uh  v − p NC − [α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )](L − L f ) − κ.
And the expected utility of the consumer from negligent use is given by
Ul  v − p NC − [α(1 − θh )(1 + ε)



+ (1 − α)(1 − θl )(1 + ε)] L −

Lf
1+ε



.

In a PBE, consumer beliefs should end up being consistent. The consumer, given the belief that the firm did
not seek certification, puts out effort e h if ε > ε̃ and is
negligent if ε ≤ ε̃, where ε̃ is defined as
ε̃ ≡

κ
.
L[α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )]

In like manner, suppose consumers believed that the
firm chose to seek certification: If it gets successfully
classified as type θh (i.e., gets the seal), the consumer
chooses e h if ε > ε̃S and e l if ε ≤ ε̃S ; whereas if the
firm was unsuccessful and gets classified as type θl
(i.e., does not get the seal), the consumer chooses e h if
ε > ε̃ NS and e l if ε ≤ ε̃ NS . By comparing the consumer’s
utilities upon choosing effort e h and e l in each case, we
get the expressions for ε̃S and ε̃ NS as
κ[αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)]
,
L[αρ(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)(1 − θl )]
κ[α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ]
≡
.
L[α(1 − ρ)(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)ρ(1 − θl )]

ε̃S ≡
ε̃ NS

We can see that αρ/(αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)) > α > α(1 − ρ)/
(α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ), and so the consumers’ beliefs are
the highest when the firm seeks certification and the
product is safety certified, and the lowest when it is
denied certification. As a consequence, we get the following important relationship:
ε̃ NS < ε̃ < ε̃S .

(1)
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This inequality helps us to understand how the effort
choice of the consumer changes with the effectiveness
of her effort. If the effort is not very effective in reducing
the likelihood of accident (ε ≤ ε̃ NS ), the firm’s certification decision or the outcome of certification will obviously have no effect on the level of care exercised by
the consumers. Consumers will use the product negligently regardless of firm certification. At the other
extreme, if the consumers’ effort plays a big role in
making accidents less likely (ε > ε̃S ), they will find it
optimal to put out effort and use the product with care
regardless of the firm’s certification decision or the outcome of certification. Thus, it is only in the intermediate range of effectiveness of consumers’ effort that
consumers’ equilibrium choice of effort is related to
their beliefs about the firm’s certification decision and
the outcome of certification. The following proposition
describes this relationship and an important insight of
this section.
Proposition 2. For range ε̃ NS < ε ≤ ε̃S , and in the case

where product safety and consumer effort are substitutes:
1. When consumers observe a positive certification seal,
they will exert low effort and use the product negligently.
2. When consumers do not observe a certification seal,
(a) they will always exert high effort if their equilibrium belief is that the firm had decided to seek certification
but was denied positive certification;
(b) they will exert low effort when ε̃ NS < ε ≤ ε̃, but
switch to exerting high effort when ε̃ < ε ≤ ε̃S , if their
equilibrium belief is that the firm had decided to not seek
certification.
The results are summarized in Table 1. Suppose that
the firm decided to seek certification and was successful in receiving a positive certification. Consumers in
this case can observe the certification seal and condition their actions accordingly. The first part of the
proposition shows that consumers respond to a positive certification outcome by choosing not to exert effort
for the entire range of effort effectiveness. This leads
to the interesting point that the substitutability of the
product’s inherent safety and consumer effort leads
consumers to be negligent when they know that the
product has been granted positive certification.
When no certification seal is observed, then the equilibrium beliefs of consumers about the firm’s certification decision matter for whether they will exert care
Table 1. Consumer’s Effort Corresponding to Different

Firm Strategies
Firm’s certification
strategy/Outcome
Seek/Denied
Not seek
Seek/Granted

Consumer’s effort choice
ε̃ NS < ε ≤ ε̃

ε̃ < ε ≤ ε̃S

eh
el
el

eh
eh
el

or be negligent in product usage. Consider the case
where consumers believe that the firm chose to seek
certification but was unsuccessful. In this case, consumer beliefs about the firm being the one with high
safety (θh ) are the most pessimistic. Consequently, conditional on purchase, they respond by choosing to put
out costly effort in using the product with care.
In contrast, suppose that the consumers’ equilibrium
belief was that the firm had decided not to seek certification at all. Now, the effectiveness of the effort in
reducing the accident probability matters for the consumers’ effort choices. When the effectiveness is small
and ε̃ NS < ε ≤ ε̃, consumers use the product negligently. But as the effectiveness increases and ε̃ < ε ≤
ε̃S , consumers are motivated to put out effort. Why
might this be the case? When the firm is believed to
have eschewed certification, consumer beliefs about
the firm being a high-safety type are not too pessimistic. So when the marginal productivity of her
effort is small, the consumer strategically decides not
to exert the costly effort that might not matter as much.
It is only when the effectiveness of the effort is substantially large that the consumer finds it worthwhile
to incur the effort cost of increasing safety. Thus, the
belief about the firm’s decision to refrain from certification can have differing effects on equilibrium consumer
behavior depending on the nature of consumer moral
hazard: When consumer effort is less effective, no certification induces consumers to be negligent; but when
the effort is sufficiently effective, no certification actually encourages consumers to be careful.
Table 1 provides an alternative way to understand
the manner in which consumer moral hazard interacts
with the certification strategies. As we go down the
columns of the table, consumer beliefs about the firm
being of high safety becomes progressively optimistic.
Consumers respond to this and change their optimal
effort choice from using the product with care to using
the product negligently as their beliefs about product
safety become more positive. This finding is reminiscent of the Peltzman effect (Peltzman 1975), which is
the idea that individuals would adjust their behavior
in response to the perceived level of risk and become
less careful if they perceived that an product/activity
was safer and, conversely, more careful if the product
was perceived to be more risky. This idea has been also
called the “risk compensation” phenomenon. Peltzman’s point was that safety interventions such as seat
belts would end up having less effect on overall level
of accidents because drivers would adjust and indulge
in more risky driving behavior. This logic has been
debated, and existing research has argued that while
the effect is sensible in theory, it is not empirically significant (see Levitt and Porter 2001, Levitt 2006). Our
analysis provides a perspective on this debate, which is
predicated on the certification decisions of firms: Firm
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certification strategies can rationally make consumers
behave as if they were indulging in the Peltzman effectlike behavior. In other words, consumers might switch
from being careful in the use of the product to being
negligent if their beliefs about the inherent product
safety becomes more optimistic because of the firm’s
certification strategy and outcomes. When a firm goes
for certification and is successful in getting a seal,
it assures consumers that accident probabilities will
likely be small even when they do not put out effort.
We next examine how the firm’s certification decision affects the overall likelihood of accidents. As
expected if ε̃ NS < ε ≤ ε̃, certification induces a lower
likelihood of accident. This happens because certification creates the possibility that consumers use the
product with care. It is, however, interesting to note
that if ε̃ < ε ≤ ε̃S , certification can actually make accidents more likely. Once again, consumers’ choice of
effort in response to their ex post beliefs about firm
type drives this result. Consumers in this range of effort
effectiveness use the product with care if the firm does
not seek certification or is denied certification. However, if the firm is granted certification, consumers optimally choose not to put out effort and use the product
negligently. Thus, seeking certification creates the possibility of negligent product use and makes accidents
more likely as a result.
We now analyze the certification equilibrium with
consumer moral hazard. The equilibrium conditions
and the proof are presented in the appendix. The conditions under which the certification equilibrium exists
are graphically presented in Figure 3. An examination
of the equilibrium conditions and their comparison
with those for the case without consumer moral hazard (presented in Proposition 1) reveal the following
results:
Proposition 3. If safety and effort are substitutes, the firm’s
incentive to seek voluntary safety certification
1. is higher compared to the case where there is no consumer moral hazard;
2. changes nonmonotonically with the effectiveness of the
consumers’ effort ε; the incentive increases with ε if ε is
small (ε ≤ ε̃ NS ), decreases with ε if it is in the intermediate
range ( ε̃ NS < ε ≤ ε̃S ), and remains constant if ε is large
enough (ε > ε̃S ).

Consumer moral hazard increases the firm’s incentives to seek safety certification. The intuition runs as
follows: As in the case without consumer moral hazard, the inability of the consumer, in absence of a safety
seal on the product, to distinguish between whether
the firm was denied certification or one that did not
seek certification in the first place creates incentives for
product safety certification; but consumer moral hazard creates additional incentives if product safety and
consumer effort are substitutes in reducing accident
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Figure 3. (Color online) Firm’s Incentives to Seek Product
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Note. Parameter values are ρ  0.9, θh  0.7, θl  0.3, L c  2, L f  2,
κ  0.4, α  0.5.

probabilities. Since safety and effort are substitutes, the
effect of using the product negligently on the accident
probability is largest if the firm is denied certification.
Certification is seen as beneficial by consumers because
they do not expect a large increase in the probability
of accident if they use a safety-certified product negligently. As a result, the presence of consumer moral
hazard makes certification more attractive for the firm
if product safety and effort are substitutes.
Consistent with the above, voluntary certification
is commonly observed in product categories where
safety and effort are likely to be substitutes. For example, the American National Standards Institute has
established voluntary safety standards for product categories such as home appliances, lawn mowers, etc.,
while UL (www.UL.com) is popular as a certification
agency among manufacturers of electrical appliances,
furniture, toys, and other consumer products. In fact,
in the automobile industry, firms even subject themselves to voluntary public tests. As an example, the
2011 Volvo S60 came equipped with an automatic braking system that activated brakes if the driver failed to
react in time to an object in front of the car. The automatic braking system and driver vigilance can be seen
as substitutes in reducing the accident probability, and
this is consistent with Volvo’s motivation to voluntarily
conduct public safety tests.
An interesting point that emerges from the analysis
is a nonmonotonic effect of the effectiveness ε of the
consumer’s effort on the firm’s incentives to seek safety
certification. The firm’s incentive to seek certification
first increases, then decreases, and finally stays constant as ε increases. This result is driven by the changes
in the consumers’ optimal effort with increase in ε.
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If effort is not very effective in reducing the accident
probability (ε ≤ ε̃ NS ), consumers use the product negligently even when using a noncertified product. If effort
becomes more effective consumers experience a larger
reduction in the probability of accident when using the
product with care compared to when using it negligently. Since safety and effort are substitutes, the effect
of increase in ε on the probability of accident is larger
when the firm is believed to be of lower safety; that
is, when the firm is denied certification. Consumers
expect a relatively smaller increase in the probability
of accident when using a safety-certified product negligently compared to when using a noncertified product negligently. Consumers’ willingness to pay for the
product, and therefore the price set by the firm, drops
with increase in ε, but it drops more for the noncertified product. The incentive for certification increases
with increase in the effectiveness of effort, even as the
equilibrium profits become lower, since profits upon
deviation to not seeking certification reduces at a faster
rate.
In the intermediate range of the effort effectiveness
(ε̃ NS < ε ≤ ε̃S ) consumers use the safety-certified product negligently but use the noncertified product with
care. Since consumers use the noncertified product
with care and accidents happen only due to inherent
safety problems, an increase in ε has no direct effect on
the probability of accidents in the case of noncertified
product. Now, consider a safety-certified product: In
this case, an increase in ε causes a larger increase in the
probability of accident if consumers use the product
negligently compared to using it with care. Therefore,
the willingness to pay for the safety-certified product
drops with the increase in ε, and so the firm sets a
lower price for the safety-certified product. The equilibrium profits become smaller but the profits for deviation to not seeking certification remain unchanged.
As a result, the incentive for certification reduces. If
consumers’ effort is so effective (ε > ε̃S ) that they use
the product with care regardless of firm’s certification
decision or outcome of certification, then the firm’s
incentives for certification do not depend on the effectiveness of effort. This is because in this range of effort
effectiveness, consumers use the product with care and
the accidents happen only due to firm-related safety
problems.
It is also interesting to note that the cost of consumer’s effort κ increases the possibility of certification, when ε̃ NS < ε ≤ ε̃S . In this range of ε, the
certification decision of the firm changes the consumer’s strategy as compared to if the firm did not
seek certification. When consumer effort costs are
higher, the firm is even more motivated to affect consumer behavior by adopting the certification decision.
Finally, the presence of the consumer moral hazard also
shrinks the parameter space over which the firm does
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not seek certification in equilibrium. The intuition is
similar to the certification equilibrium case described
above.
3.2. The Complements Case
We now consider markets where consumer effort and
product safety are complements. Consider products
such as snow chains, fire extinguishers, and pharmaceutical drugs whose primary function itself is to provide safety/remedy. The safety characteristics of these
products and the consumer effort in properly using
them can be seen as complements. Specifically, the
marginal effect of the high consumer effort e h in reducing the accident probability is higher for a high-safety
product.
Suppose, as in the previous section, the probability
of accident when consumer puts out effort e h is 1 − θt ,
but the probability of accident if the consumer puts
effort e l is represented by 1 − θt + θt ε. As in the substitutes case, the parameter ε is the effectiveness of the
consumer’s effort and 0 < ε ≤ 1. Note that the formulation implies that the marginal reduction in the accident
probability from increased effort is higher for products
with higher safety. Also, the law of comparative negligence, as discussed in Section 3.1, implies that if the
consumer uses the product negligently the liability of
the firm for an accident can be written as ((1 − θt )/(1 −
θt + θt ε))L f .
We can now define thresholds ε̂S , ε̂, and ε̂ NS such
that the consumers use the product negligently for
ε ≤ ε̂S if they believe the product to be safety certified,
for ε ≤ ε̂ if they believe the firm did not seek certification, and for ε ≤ ε̂ NS if they believe the firm was denied
certification. Consumers use the product with care if ε
is higher than thresholds ε̂S , ε̂, and ε̂ NS for the respective beliefs. Since safety and effort are complements
and consumers believe the safety-certified product to
be of higher expected safety, they are most inclined to
use the safety-certified product with care. The threshold ε̂S is therefore the smallest of the three. Note that
in the case when safety and effort were substitutes, the
corresponding threshold ε̃S was the largest of the three
since consumers were least inclined to use the safety
certified product with care. Coming back to the complements case, since the consumers beliefs about the
firm safety are intermediate when the firm does not
seek certification and lowest when firm is denied certification, we have ε̂S < ε̂ < ε̂ NS .
We can now compare consumers’ choice of effort
depending on their beliefs about firms certification
strategy in different regions of ε. Consumers use the
product negligently regardless of the firm’s certification decision or the outcome of certification if ε ≤ ε̂S ;
they use the product with care only when using a
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Figure 4. (Color online) Firm’s Incentives to Seek Product
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Note. Parameter values are ρ  0.9, θh  0.7, θl  0.3, L c  2, L f  2,
κ  0.4, α  0.5.

safety-certified product if ε̂S < ε ≤ ε̂; they use the
product negligently only when using a product that
was denied certification if ε̂ < ε ≤ ε̂ NS ; and they use
the product with care regardless of firm’s certification
decision or outcome of certification if ε > ε̂ NS .
The expressions for ε̂S , ε̂, and ε̂ NS can be derived in
a manner similar to Section 3.1 and are as follows:
κ[αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)]
,
L[αρθh + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)θl ]
κ
,
ε̂ ≡
L[αθh + (1 − α)θl ]

ε̂S ≡

ε̂ NS ≡

κ[α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ]
.
L[α(1 − ρ)θh + (1 − α)ρθl ]

As in the substitutes case, the consumers’ choice of
effort depends on the firm’s certification decision or
the outcome of certification only when the effectiveness of consumers’ effort is in the intermediate range
ε̂S < ε ≤ ε̂ NS . However, what is interesting is that the
consumers’ response to a more favorable belief about
product safety is opposite of the Peltzman effect prediction. When safety and effort are complements, consumers actually become more willing to use a product
which they believe to be of higher safety with care.
The conditions under which certification equilibrium
exists are graphically presented in Figure 4. An examination of the equilibrium conditions and their comparison with those for the case without consumer moral
hazard leads us to the following proposition.
Proposition 4. If safety and effort are complements, the

firm’s incentive to seek voluntary safety certification
1. is lower compared to if there is no consumer moral
hazard;

2. changes nonmonotonically with the effectiveness of the
consumers’ effort ε; the incentive decreases with ε if ε is
small (ε ≤ ε̂S ), increases with ε if it is in the intermediate
range ( ε̂S < ε ≤ ε̂ NS ), and remains constant if ε is large
enough (ε > ε̂ NS ).
Comparing Proposition 4 to Proposition 3 leads to
one of the key points of the paper. In contrast to the
substitutes case, here the presence of consumer moral
hazard results in the firm seeking certification over
a smaller set of conditions. In other words, unlike in
the substitutes case, consumer moral hazard dampens firm certification incentives. With complementarity, consumers are more willing to use the product with
care if they buy a safety-certified product as compared
to a noncertified product. Because safety and effort
are complements, the effect of negligent product use
on the probability of accident is the lowest when the
firm is denied certification. Certification is not seen as
beneficial by consumers because they expect a large
increase in the accident probability if they use a safetycertified product negligently. This, in turn, reduces the
firm’s incentives to seek certification. Complementarity expands the region of parameter space in which not
seeking certification is an equilibrium.
The above result is consistent with the observation that voluntary certifications are not common in
the pharmaceutical industry. To the extent that FDA
approvals leave some uncertainty about the safety performance of many drugs, there should be a market
for third-party voluntary certifications that can resolve
that uncertainty. However, voluntary certifications are
not at all observed in this industry. One reason could
be that the patient compliance effort and drug safety
may be complements which reduce certification incentives. It is also of interest to note that of the hundreds
of fire extinguishers on Amazon.com, only three are
UL listed.12 We posit that the low incidence of firms
seeking voluntary certifications for fire extinguishers
may potentially be due to the complementarity of its
inherent safety and consumer effort in its maintenance.
As in the case in which safety and effort are substitutes, we observe a nonmonotonic effect of the
effectiveness of effort on the firm’s incentive to seek
certification; but what is interesting is that the nature
of the nonmonotonicity is opposite. Unlike in the substitutes case, the firm’s incentive to seek certification
first decreases, then increases, and finally stays constant as the effectiveness of consumer effort increases.
If the consumers’ effort is not very effective (ε ≤ ε̂S ),
they use the product negligently. An increase in the
effectiveness of effort makes the negligent product use
less desirable to consumers since they experience a
larger increase in the probability of accident if they
use the product negligently instead of using it with
care. However, since safety and effort are complements,
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the increase in the probability of accident is larger
if the product is believed to be of higher safety; that
is, if the product is safety certified. Consumers’ willingness to pay for safety-certified product drops more
than that for the noncertified product. The equilibrium
profits drop at a faster rate than the profits upon deviation to not seeking certification. As a result, the firm’s
incentives to seek certification reduce with increase
in ε, if effort is not very effective. Interestingly, however, in the intermediate range of effort effectiveness
(ε̂S < ε ≤ ε̂ NS ), the firm’s incentive to seek certification
increases with the effectiveness of consumers’ effort.
In this range, consumers use a safety-certified product
with care but a noncertified product negligently. An
increase in the effectiveness of effort has no effect on the
probability of accident for the certified product since
consumers use the certified product with care and
accidents happen only due to product-related safety
problems. Now, consider the noncertified product: an
increase in the effectiveness of effort makes the product less desirable to consumers since consumers experience a larger increase in the probability of accident.
Therefore, the firm sets a lower price. The firm profits
on deviation to not seeking certification become much
smaller compared to equilibrium profits with increase
in ε. As a result, the firm’s incentive to seek certification increases with ε. If consumers’ effort is highly
effective ε > ε̂ NS , they use the product with care regardless of certification decision of the firm. Therefore, the
firm’s incentive to seek certification is not affected by
the effectiveness of consumers’ effort if effort is highly
effective.

even when it is denied certification (i.e., there is no
demand effect) and if true product safety is independent of the certification decision (i.e., product safety is
exogenous), then costly certification reduces welfare.
Next, consider the model with consumer moral hazard, presented in Section 3.1 (the derivation is presented in the appendix). In this setup, certification can
be welfare enhancing in the intermediate range of effectiveness ε of consumers’ effort ε̃ NS < ε < ε̃S . If ε is out
of this range, consumers exert the same level of effort
regardless of certification decision of the firm or the
outcome of certification. However, in the intermediate
range, certification changes the optimal effort choice of
the consumer. In this range, welfare first increases (if
ε̃ NS < ε < ε̃) and then decreases (if ε̃ < ε < ε̃S ) with
increase in ε. This is because certification induces careful product use if ε̃ NS < ε < ε̃, whereas it induces negligent product use if ε̃ < ε < ε̃S . Since an increase in
ε makes consumers more willing to use the product
with care, ex post consumer surplus increases with ε
if ε̃ NS < ε < ε̃ and decreases with ε if ε̃ < ε < ε̃S . As
a result, in the intermediate range of ε, the welfare
first increases and then decreases with increase in ε.
Therefore, certification can be welfare enhancing in the
presence of consumer moral hazard. It is important
to note that for certification to be welfare enhancing
it must be the case that the consumer is motivated to
change her optimal effort choice as a result of firm’s
certification decision. The result about higher welfare
in the intermediate range of effort effectiveness holds in
both the substitutes (Section 3.1) and the complements
(Section 3.2) cases.

3.3. Welfare Implications
We now summarize the welfare implication of product safety certification. First, consider the basic model
without consumer moral hazard. In the absence of
safety certification, both the consumers and the firm
believe the product to be of type θh with probability α.
The welfare in the absence of certification can be found
by adding consumer surplus and firm’s profits, and is
given by WNC  v − [α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )]L. If the
firm seeks certification, it is granted certification with
probability αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ) and is denied certification with probability α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ. Consumers
believe the product to be of type θh with probability
αρ/(αρ +(1− α)(1− ρ)) if they observe a safety-certified
seal, and with probability α(1 − ρ)/(α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ)
if they do not. Therefore, we get the welfare in the presence of certification as WC  v − [α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α) ·
(1 − θl )]L − k. Thus, in the basic model, certification
results in a lower welfare. This is because certification does not make the product any safer. It only
changes the consumers’ beliefs about product safety.
The expected probability of accident remains the same.
Therefore, if the firm sells the product to the consumers

4. Extensions
In this section, we develop three extensions to the models presented above. The first allows the effort choice of
the consumer to be continuous, the second investigates
alternative product liability assignment rules, and the
third presents the analysis in a setup in which the firm
does not sell the product if it is denied certification but
sells otherwise.
4.1. Continuous Effort
In the analysis presented so far, we assume that the
consumer chooses between careful (e h ) and negligent
(e l ) use of the product. In this extension, we allow effort
(e) to be continuous. The cost of effort is 21 τe 2 . The
probability of accident is assumed (1 − θt )[1 + ε(1 − e)].
This functional form captures the following assumptions: (i) The inherent product safety θt and consumer
effort e are substitutes (i.e., the marginal effect of higher
effort in reducing the accident probability is lower for
the high-safety firm). (ii) If consumers use the product with care (e  1), accidents happen with probability
1 − θt . The liability of the firm for an accident using
the law of comparative negligence is L f /(1 + ε(1 − e)).
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Table 2. Consumer’s Effort Corresponding to Different Firm Strategies
Certification
strategy/Outcome

Consumer’s effort choice
ε̃ NS < ε ≤ ε̃

ε̃ < ε ≤ ε̃S

1

1

[α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )]Lε
τ

1

[αρ(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)(1 − θl )]Lε
[αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)]τ

[αρ(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)(1 − θl )]Lε
[αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)]τ

Seek/Denied
Not seek
Seek/Granted

Similar to the model presented in Section 3.1, consumers use the product with care (e  1) for ε > ε̃ if they
believe the firm did not seek certification, for ε > ε̃S
if they believe the firm was granted certification, and
for ε > ε̃ NS if they believe the firm was denied certification. Otherwise, they use the product negligently
(e < 1). A comparison of consumer’s expected utility in
the case of careful and negligent product use gives
τ[αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)]
,
L[αρ(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)(1 − θl )]
τ
ε̃ ≡
,
L[α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )]

ε̃S ≡

ε̃ NS ≡

τ[α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ]
.
L[α(1 − ρ)(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)ρ(1 − θl )]

Since the consumers’ beliefs about the firm type are
highest when the firm is granted certification and are
lowest when the firm is denied certification, we get
ε̃ NS < ε̃ < ε̃S . Therefore, consumers respond to different firm strategies in the same manner as presented
in Proposition 2. We present these results in Table 2
below. Note the consumer responds to higher beliefs
about the firm safety by reducing the effort while using
the product.
Next, we examine certification equilibrium and compare results to those presented in Proposition 3. The
existence conditions for the certification equilibrium
are graphically presented in Figure 5. The formal statements and proofs are in the appendix. A comparison of
the conditions under which the firm seeks certification
in equilibrium reveals that consumer moral hazard can
lead to higher incentives for the firm to seek voluntary
safety certification. We also discover a nonmonotonic
effect of the effectiveness of consumers’ effort on the
firm’s incentives to seek certification. The firm’s incentives to seek safety certification first increases, then
decreases, and then remains constant with increase
in the effectiveness ε of consumers’ effort. All of the
results presented in Section 3.1 (the model with discrete effort levels) are robust to this extension. It is
straightforward to show that the results presented in
Section 3.2 also continue to hold if we consider effort
continuous in the case where safety and effort are
complements.

4.2. Alternative Product Liability
Assignment Rules
In the analysis presented so far, we adopted the most
widely used rule (i.e., “the law of comparative negligence”) to determine the firm’s liability in the case
of an accident. In this section, we examine the other
two forms of liability assignment rules that are prevalent in the United States: the strict liability and the
contributory negligence. Under the strict liability rule,
the firm is held accountable for damages to the same
extent regardless of the level of care exercised by the
consumer. Whereas under the contributory negligence
rule, the firm is held liable only if the consumer has
exercised the maximum level of care, i.e., has not contributed to the accident (see Glannon 2010 for a discussion). We implement strict liability in the setup of the
main model by assuming that the firm’s liability is L f
regardless of the effort chosen by the consumer. Contributory negligence is implemented by assuming that
firm’s liability is L f if the consumer uses the product
with care but is zero if the consumer is negligent. Both
of these cases are derived in the appendix.
Figure 5. (Color online) Firm’s Incentives to Seek Product
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Note. Parameter values are ρ  0.9, θh  0.7, θl  0.3, L c  2, L f  2,
τ  0.4, α  0.5.
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First, consider the strict liability rule: Consumers
obviously become less likely to use the product with
care since they get fully compensated even when they
are negligent. As a result, all of the three thresholds ε̃ NS , ε̃, and ε̃S for the substitutes case move
to the right. However, the relationship ε̃ NS < ε̃ < ε̃S ,
and the entire discussion pertaining to the risk compensation phenomenon following Proposition 2, will
continue to hold. As in the main model, additional
incentives for certification are created under moral hazard, and the firm’s incentives to seek certification first
increases then decreases and then stay unchanged with
an increase in the effectiveness of consumers’ effort.
Similarly, if safety and effort are complements, all of
the three thresholds ε̂ NS , ε̂, and ε̂S become higher since
consumers become more willing to use the product
negligently, but the relationship ε̂S < ε̂ < ε̂ NS continues
to hold. The result about the nonmonotonic effect of the
effectiveness of consumers’ effort on the firm’s incentive to seek certification is also robust to the assumption of strict liability rule. The intuition for these results
is exactly the same as for the case of comparative
negligence.
Next, suppose that the court follows the law of contributory negligence when deciding a firm’s liability in
the case of an accident. In this case, consumers become
more likely to use the product with care since their
expected loss in the case of an accident is higher. Therefore, all of the thresholds ( ε̃ NS , ε̃, and ε̃S for the substitutes case, and ε̂ NS , ε̂, and ε̂S for the complements
case) become smaller. However, the risk compensation
result, as well as the nonmonotonic effect of the effectiveness of the consumers’ effort on the firms incentives to seek certification, continue to hold in this setup
as well.
4.3. When the Certification Decision Can Be
Inferred from Prices
In the analysis presented so far, we assumed that the
firm is willing to sell the product to consumers when
certification is denied. The rationale for this assumption was to rule out the demand-based explanations
for the safety certification and focus on the more
interesting incentives-based rationales for certification.
One implication of the assumption was that if a firm
deviated from the certification equilibrium, consumers
believed that the firm was denied certification as they
would not be able to distinguish between the denial
of certification and no certification. In this extension,
we consider the case where the product valuation v is
such that the firm does not find it optimal to sell to consumers at some price p NS along the equilibrium path
even if consumers upon observing price p NS were to
believe that the firm deviated to not seeking certification. However, the firm is willing to sell at the same

price if it deviates to not seeking certification. Therefore, if the consumers observe that the firm is willing
to sell the product at price p NS , they rationally infer
that the firm must have deviated to not seeking certification. Thus, the firm sets price p NS when it deviates to
not seeking certification and would like to sell at that
price.
As in the basic model, incentive for certification is
created because the firm sets price at p NS even when it
deviates to not seeking certification. In this setup, additional incentives for certification are created because
certification gives the firm the option of not selling the
product when consumers’ beliefs about the firm type
become unfavorable as a result of denied certification.
In the model with consumer moral hazard, if safety
and effort are substitutes, additional incentives for certification are created, similar to Section 3.1. The result
pertaining to the nonmonotonic effect of the effectiveness of consumers’ effort on the firm’s incentive
to seek safety certification is robust to this extension.
The firm’s incentive to seek certification first increases,
then decreases, and then remains unchanged with an
increase in the effectiveness of the consumers’ effort.
It is, however, interesting to note that if safety and
effort are complements, the incentives for certification
may increase in this case with an increase in the effectiveness of effort. This happens because the demand
effect dominates the effect of consumer moral hazard
if the likelihood that the firm is denied certification
is large enough. Although in the substitutes case the
effect of consumer moral hazard acts in the same direction as the demand effect, in the complements case the
two effects act in the opposite direction. If safety and
effort are complements, the demand effect increases
the incentives for certification, whereas moral hazard
reduces it.

5. Conclusion
Almost all of the consumer products that are legally
sold meet a set of minimum safety standards specified
by regulatory bodies. Against this backdrop, the wide
prevalence of voluntary safety certifications for which
the safety standards are usually much more exacting is
an interesting phenomenon. Automobile manufacturers seek European New Car Assessment Programme
(Euro (NCAP)) certification, toy manufacturers seek
American National Standards Institute or ASTM International certification, and bike helmet manufacturers
may seek Snell Certification. This paper examines the
incentives of firms to seek costly safety certification and
analyzes the effect of consumer moral hazard and the
informational characteristics of the market on equilibrium safety certification.
There exist incentives for a firm to seek safety certification even if the firm and the consumers have
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same beliefs about the product’s safety. Many consumer products fall in this category due to U.S. laws
that require firms to disclose all safety-related issues
to consumers. The result emerges from the fact that
neither the firm nor the certification agencies disclose
denied certifications, so consumers learn about the certification decisions only when the outcome is positive.
The important result of this paper is that consumer
moral hazard increases the incidence of certification
when safety and consumer effort are substitutes in
deciding the probability of accident-free use, but it
decreases the incidence when they are complements.
This is because using a product negligently in the substitutes case is more painful for the consumer when
buying from a firm which is denied certification, but
in the case of complements, using the product negligently is more painful when certification is successful
and the product is certified as a high-safety product.
Our paper also identifies an interesting nonmonotonic
relationship between the effectiveness of consumers’
effort and the firm’s incentives to seek certification.
Certification can be welfare enhancing in the presence of consumer moral hazard regardless of whether
safety and effort are substitutes or complements. This
increase in welfare originates from the change in the
consumers’ optimal choice of effort, as certification
provides her better information about product safety.
However, if certification has no effect on consumers’
choice of effort or if there is no consumer moral hazard, certification leads to lower welfare. This result has
policy implications for voluntary certification agencies.
Promoting product safety is an important policy and
consumer-welfare imperative. Our paper contributes
by highlighting the role of voluntary certification in
allowing firms to alleviate safety concerns. There are
some questions that may be potentially useful to consider in future work in this area. The growth of the
Internet and social media provides another channel
for consumers to learn about safety, i.e., the experience and the reports of other consumers. In this context, there are incentives for online intermediaries to
aggregate consumer reviews and safety ratings. Understanding the role of this channel and how it would
affect firm strategies could be an interesting research
issue. It would also be useful to explore the signaling
incentives for product safety as a parallel to the literature on the signaling of quality or demand potential
(e.g., Milgrom and Roberts 1986, Gal-Or 1989, Desai
and Srinivasan 1995, Padmanabhan et al. 1997, Iyer and
Kuksov 2010). There exists work on signaling safety
through prices (Daughety and Reinganum 2008), but
an interesting problem would be to analyze the role of
certification in safety signaling under consumer moral
hazard. Additionally, it may be of interest to explore the
optimal liability assignment mechanism in the presence of product safety certification. Finally, another
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important area would be to investigate competition
between firms on the safety dimension and the conditions under which competition would promote greater
product-safety investments.
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Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1

Certification Equilibrium. Let us first consider the candidate

equilibrium in which the firm seeks certification (c  C) and
in which the consumers’ beliefs about the firm’s certification
are consistent with the firm’s decision (λ  1). If the certification outcome happens to be positive then the firm sets price
p S but if the outcome happens to be negative and the certification is denied then the firm sets an associated price of p NS .
Given the firm’s pricing strategies the consumers will use
Bayes’s rule to form beliefs µ(λ, o, p) about the firm’s type
which can be specified as

µ(λ, o, p) 

ρα




 ρα + (1 − ρ)(1 − α)

α(1 − ρ)



 α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ


if λ  1, o  S, p  p S ,
if λ  1, o  NS, p  p NS .

Given these beliefs the consumers’ expected utility upon
observing firm’s pricing strategies is
U(µ(λ, o, p), p)  v − p − [µ(λ, o, p)(1 − θh )
+ (1 − µ(λ, o, p))(1 − θl )](L − L f ).
Note that the firm’s optimal pricing strategies will involve
prices p S and p NS that extract all of the consumer surplus.
Therefore, the firm’s pricing strategies which are consistent
with consumer beliefs can be written as
ρα(1 − θh ) + (1 − ρ)(1 − α)(1 − θl )
Lc ,
ρα + (1 − ρ)(1 − α)


α(1 − ρ)(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)ρ(1 − θl )
p NS  v −
Lc
α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ
pS  v −





If the firm seeks certification (c  C) and consumers indeed
believe that the firm sought certification (λ  1), the firm’s
profits can be written as
π C  [ρα + (1 − ρ)(1 − α)]p S + [α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ]p NS − k
− [α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )]L f .
However, for seeking certification to be an equilibrium strategy the firm profits given above must be higher than profits in the case of deviation to not seeking certification. Note
the consumers do not observe certification decision of the
firm. They infer the firm’s certification decision from the
firm’s observed pricing strategy and the presence or absence
of safety seal. Therefore, if the firm deviates to not seeking
certification (c  NC), and therefore has no safety seal, but
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continues to set the same price p NS , consumers would continue to believe that the firm went for certification (λ  1)
but was denied certification (o  NS). But suppose the firm
were to set some price p 0 > p NS upon deviation and consumers were to associate this price to the deviation (λ  0)
and be willing to buy. Then consumers would rationally
know that even on the equilibrium path (c  C) when the firm
is declined certification (o  NS), the firm will have incentive
to set price at p 0 . Knowing this the consumer would not buy
at any price p 0 > p NS in the absence of safety seal. Therefore,
in the case of deviation to not seeking certification the firm
can only set p 0  p NS . Therefore, the profits associated with a
deviation to not seeking certification and setting price p NS is
given by
π D  p NS − [α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )]L f .
Therefore, in a PBE the firm seeks certification if
π C ≥ π D or
α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )L c
k≤
.
α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ

consumer beliefs. The equilibrium consumer beliefs can be
derived using Bayes’s rule as

µ(λ, o, p) 

π NC  p NC − [α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )]L f .
To establish that the above strategies and beliefs constitute
a PBE, we must show that the firm does not have any incentive to deviate and seek certification. Suppose the firm deviates to seeking certification (c  C) but is denied (o  NS) it
should set price at p NC as this is the highest price that can possibly be charged in the absence of seal given the consumers’
equilibrium beliefs (λ  0) that the firm did not seek certification. However, upon the firm’s deviation if the consumers
were to observe a seal then they will know with probability
one that the firm has sought certification (λ  1) and therefore will believe the firm to be of high type with probability
αρ/(αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)). The firm will set the price p S when
it is granted certification. Therefore, we can write the firm’s
deviation profits as,
π D  [ρα + (1 − ρ)(1 − α)]p S + [α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ]p NC − k
− [α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )]L f .
In a PBE the firm will not seek certification if π NC ≥ π D ,
which simplifies to
k ≥ α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )L c .
Mixed Strategy Equilibrium. Next consider a mixed strategy equilibrium in which the firm seeks certification with
some probability σ, and the consumers’ beliefs are consistent (λ  σ). The firm sets equilibrium prices p 0S and p 0NS with
or without the certification seal respectively conditional on

if λ  σ, o  S, p  p 0S ,

α(1 − ρ)σ + α(1 − σ)



α(1 − ρ)σ + α(1 − σ) + (1 − α)ρσ + (1 − α)(1 − σ)





if λ  σ, o  NS, p  p 0NS .


The firm must be indifferent between seeking and not seeking certification. Equating firm profits in the case of certification and no certification decision results in
k  [ρα + (1 − ρ)(1 − α)](p 0S − p 0NS ).
This equilibrium exists in the parameter space where both
certification and no certification equilibria exist.
Proof of Proposition 2
We first show that if safety and effort are substitutes, then

ε̃ NS < ε̃ < ε̃S

No Certification Equilibrium. Next we consider the candi-

date equilibrium in which the firm does not seek certification
(c  NC) and the consumers believe that the firm did not
seek certification (λ  0). In this case the consumers upon not
observing a safety seal will believe the firm to be of high type
with probability α. Given this belief the firm’s optimal strategy will be to set a price p NC  v − [α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )]L c
which extracts all of the consumer surplus. If the firm does
not seek certification (c  NC) and if the consumers indeed
believe that the firm did not seek certification (λ  0), the
firm’s profits can be written as

ρα




ρα
+
(1
−
ρ)(1 − α)






or
κ[α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ]
L[α(1 − ρ)(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)ρ(1 − θl )]
κ
<
L[α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )]
κ[αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)]
<
L[αρ(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)(1 − θl )]
or
α(1 − ρ)(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)ρ(1 − θl )
α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ
> α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )
αρ(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)(1 − θl )
>
.
αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)
The above expression holds given α(1 − ρ)/(α(1 − ρ) +
(1 − α)ρ) < α < αρ/(αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)) (which holds
∀ ρ > 12 ).
1. Recall that by definition, if ε ≤ ε̃S , consumers exert low
effort when using a safety-certified product. Since ε̃ NS < ε̃ <
ε̃S , consumers exert low effort and use the product negligently for all ε̃ NS < ε ≤ ε̃S .
2. When consumers do not observe a certification seal, it
is either because the firm was denied certification or it did
not seek certification in the first place. In a PBE, consumers’
beliefs about firm’s certification decision are correct. We first
consider the case when the firm actually seeks certification
but is denied a certification seal.
(a) If the firm is denied certification, consumers use the
product with care for ε > ε̃ NS . Since ε̃ NS < ε̃ < ε̃S , consumers
exert high effort for all ε̃ NS < ε ≤ ε̃S .
(b) Now we consider the case in which consumers do
not observe the certification seal because the firm does not
seek certification in equilibrium. Consumers exert high effort
only for ε > ε̃ and use the product negligently otherwise.
Therefore, given ε̃ NS < ε̃ < ε̃S , consumers will exert low effort
when ε̃ NS < ε ≤ ε̃ but switch to exerting high effort when
ε̃ < ε ≤ ε̃S in equilibrium.
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Equilibrium Derivation for the Substitutes Case
If product safety and consumer effort are substitutes, the equilibrium involves
1. the firm seeking certification if

k≤

α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )(L c + εL)





α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ





 α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θ − θ )L
h

l

c


α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ





α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )L c



α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ


+ Ks

if ε ≤ ε̃ NS ,
if ε̃ NS < ε ≤ ε̃S ,
if ε > ε̃S ,





 α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )(L c + εL) if ε ≤ ε̃,

if ε̃ < ε ≤ ε̃S ,
if ε > ε̃S ;

3. the firm mixing between certification and no certification in
the region of parameter space where both certification and no certification equilibria exist.
Certification Equilibrium. We first consider the candidate

equilibrium in which the firm seeks certification. The conditions under which equilibria exist are derived for the different
ranges of parameter ε.
(a) If ε ≤ ε̃ NS : In this range of ε, the consumer takes the
effort e l regardless of the certification outcome. If the certification outcome happens to be positive (o  S), then the firm
sets price p S ; but if the outcome happens to be negative and
certification is denied (o  NS),then the firm sets an associated price of p NS . Given the firm’s pricing strategies, consumers will use Bayes’s rule to form beliefs µ(λ, o, p) about
the firm’s type as described in the proof of Proposition 1. The
firm sets prices p S and p NS optimally to extract all of the consumer surplus. Therefore, the firm’s pricing strategies, which
are consistent with consumer beliefs, can be written as
αρ(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)(1 − θl )
pS  v −
[(1 + ε)L − L f ],
αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)


α(1 − ρ)(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)ρ(1 − θl )
p NS  v −
[(1 + ε)L − L f ].
α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ



α(1 − ρ)(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)ρ(1 − θl )
πD  v −
[(1 + ε)L − L f ]
α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ
− [α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )]L f .



where K s ≡ κ(αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)) − εL[αρ(1 − θh ) + (1 − α) ·
(1 − ρ)(1 − θl )];
2. the firm not seeking certification if

k ≥ α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )L c + K s


 α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )L c


p 0 > p NS when it deviates to not seeking certification. Consumers, upon observing this price, would not change their
beliefs about the firm type because if they were to do so,
the firm would want to set this higher price on the equilibrium path when it is denied certification. Therefore, upon
any deviation to not seeking certification, the firm can only
set p 0  p NS . Therefore, the profits associated with a deviation
to not seeking certification and setting price p NS is given by



Therefore, in a PBE the firm seeks certification if πC ≥ πD ,
or

α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )(L c + εL)
.
α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ

k≤

(b) If ε̃ NS < ε ≤ ε̃S : In this range of ε, the consumer takes
effort e l if the product is classified as type θh and takes effort
e h if the product is classified as type θl by the certification
agency. The equilibrium prices and profits, as well as profits under deviation to no certification, can be derived as in
part (a). A comparison of firm profits under equilibrium and
under deviation to no certification gives the condition
k≤

α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )L c
+ Ks ,
α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ

where
K s ≡ κ(αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ))
− εL[αρ(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)(1 − θl )].
(c) If ε > ε̃S : If ε is sufficiently large (ε > ε̃S ), consumers
takes effort e h regardless of the certification outcome. The
prices and profits can be derived as in part (a). The existence
condition for the certification equilibrium, which is obtained
by comparing equilibrium profits to profits under deviation
to no certification, can be written as



If the firm did seek certification (c  C) and consumers
indeed believed so (λ  1), then the firm’s profits can be written as
πC  v − [α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )](1 + ε)L − k.
Seeking certification will be an equilibrium strategy for
the firm if the above profits are higher than if the firm were
to deviate to not seeking certification. Recall that the consumers do not observe the certification decision of the firm
and infer it from the firm’s observed pricing strategy and the
presence or absence of the safety seal. Therefore, if the firm
were to deviate to not seeking certification (c  NC) and continue to set the same price p NS , consumers would continue
to believe that the firm went for certification (λ  1) but was
denied (o  NS). But suppose the firm were to set some price

k≤

α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )L c
.
α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ

No Certification Equilibrium. Next we consider the candi-

date equilibrium in which the firm does not seek certification. If a firm deviates to seeking certification, the consumers,
upon observing the seal, would believe that the firm has gone
for certification; but upon not observing the seal, the firm will
be indistinguishable from one that did not seek certification.
So consumers would still believe that the firm has chosen not
to go for certification. They would, therefore, be willing to
pay a higher price than if they could observe that the firm
has actually been denied a seal. Using analysis which is similar to the proof of Proposition 1, a comparison of profits
under equilibrium and the deviation profits reveals that the
equilibrium exists if




 α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )(L c + εL) if ε < ε̃,


k ≥ α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )L c + K s


 α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )L c


if ε̃ < ε < ε̃S ,
if ε > ε̃S .
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Mixed Strategy Equilibrium. Next, consider a mixed strategy

equilibrium in which the firm seeks certification with some
probability σ. The firm sets equilibrium prices p S and p 0NS
in the presence and absence of the certification seal, respectively, conditional on consumer beliefs. The equilibrium consumer beliefs can be derived using Bayes’s rule as
αρ
µ(σ, S, p S ) 
,
αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)
µ(σ, NS, p 0NS )
ασ(1 − ρ) + α(1 − σ)
.

ασ(1 − ρ) + α(1 − σ) + (1 − α)ρσ + (1 − α)(1 − σ)
The firm must be indifferent between seeking and not seeking
certification. Equating firm profits in the case of certification
and no certification decision results in
k

 [ρα + (1 − ρ)(1 − α)](p S − p 0NS ).

It is straightforward to show that in the entire range of
ε, the mixed strategy equilibrium exists in the same region
where both certification and no certification equilibria exist.
Proof of Proposition 3
1. Follows directly from the comparison of the certification equilibrium conditions outlined in Proposition 1 and
those described in the certification equilibrium analysis for
substitutes case above.
2. If k̄ s is the maximum cost for which the certification
equilibrium exists, given safety and effort are substitutes

α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )L



> 0 if ε ≤ ε̃ NS ,


α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ







∂ k̄ s
 −L[αρ(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)(1 − θl )] < 0

∂ε 

if ε̃ NS < ε ≤ ε̃S ,






0


if ε > ε̃S .

Equilibrium for the Complements Case
If product safety and consumer effort are complements, the equilibrium involves
1. the firm seeking certification if

k≤

α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )(L c − εL)





α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ





 α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θ − θ )L
h

l

c


α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ





α(1
−
α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )L c



α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ


+ Kc

if ε ≤ ε̂S ,
if ε̂S < ε ≤ ε̂ NS ,
if ε > ε̂ NS ,

where K c ≡ (αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ))[−κ + εL([α(1 − ρ)θh +
(1 − α)ρθl ]/(α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ))];
2. the firm not seeking certification if




 α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )(L c − εL) if ε ≤ ε̂S ,


k ≥ α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )L c + K c


 α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )L c


if ε̂S < ε ≤ ε̂,
if ε > ε̂;

3. the firm mixing between certification and no certification in
the region of parameter space where both certification and no certification equilibria exist.
The derivation of equilibrium conditions for the complements case proceeds in the same manner as the proof of the
substitutes case presented above.

Proof of Proposition 4
1. Follows directly from the comparison of the certification equilibrium conditions outlined in Proposition 1 and
those described in the certification equilibrium analysis for
complements case above.
2. If k̄ c is the maximum cost for which the certification
equilibrium exists, given safety and effort are complements


α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )L


−
< 0 if ε ≤ ε̂S ,


α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ





 (αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ))[α(1 − ρ)θh + (1 − α)ρθl ]


∂ k̄ c
 L

∂ε 

α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ

>0

if ε̂S < ε ≤ ε̂ NS ,








0


if ε > ε̂ NS .

Welfare Implications
First, we consider the welfare implications in the basic model.
If there is no certification, the firm sets price p NC  v −
[α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )](L − L f ) to extract the entire consumer surplus. The firm makes a transfer L f to the consumer
in the case of an accident. Therefore, welfare WNC is given by

WNC  v − [α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )]L.
Using equilibrium firm profits given in the proof of Proposition 1, we can write the welfare if the firm seeks certification as
WC  v − [α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )]L − k.
Since the change in welfare, 4W ≡ WC − WNC < 0, certification leads to reduction in welfare in the case of basic model.
Next, consider the model with consumer moral hazard presented in Section 3.1. Safety and effort are substitutes. The
change in welfare 4W is calculated using firm profits and
expected utility given in the proof of equilibrium. We get


[α(1 − ρ)(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)ρ(1 − θl )]εL




 − [α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ]k
if ε̃ NS < ε ≤ ε̃,






4W  −[αρ(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)(1 − θl )]εL



if ε̃ < ε ≤ ε̃S ,

 + [αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)]k




 −k


otherwise.

Similarly, for the model (presented in Section 3.2) in which
safety and effort are considered complements, we get


[αρθh + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)θl ]εL − [αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)]k





if ε̂S < ε ≤ ε̂,





4W  −[α(1 − ρ)θ + (1 − α)ρθ ]εL + [α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ]k
h
l




if
ε̂
<
ε
≤
ε̂
,

NS


 −k
otherwise.

Continuous Effort
Suppose safety and effort are substitutes. If the firm does not
seek certification, and if consumer beliefs are consistent, then
in this case, the consumers’ expected utility can be written as

U NC  v − p NC − [α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )]
· [L(1 + ε − εe) − L f ] − 12 τe 2 .
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Consumers choose effort e to maximize their expected utility. Therefore,
e NC 

[α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )]Lε
.
τ

Using the above expression, we calculate the threshold ε̃
beyond which the consumer uses the product with full care
(e  1):
τ
.
ε̃ 
[α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )]L

Alternative Product Liability Assignment Rules
Since the proofs for different product liability assignment
rules proceed in exactly the same manner as the proofs for
Propositions 2 and 3 presented above, we only summarize
the main results here.
(1) Strict Liability. First, consider that safety and effort are
substitutes. The thresholds ε̃ NS , ε̃, and ε̃S for the substitutes
case defined above in Section 3.1 are given by

ε̃S ≡

Similarly, we can derive the expressions for ε̃S and ε̃ NS as
[αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)]τ
,
[αρ(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)(1 − θl )]L
[α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ]τ
.
ε̃ NS 
[α(1 − ρ)(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)ρ(1 − θl )]L

ε̃ ≡

ε̃S 

ε̃ NS ≡

Given α(1 − ρ)/(α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ) < α < αρ/(αρ +
(1 − α)(1 − ρ)), we get
ε̃ NS < ε̃ < ε̃S .
Similar to the case of discrete effort levels described above,
we can calculate the expected profits πC for the certification
equilibrium and the profits πD if the firm deviates to not
seeking certification as
πC  [αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)]p S + [α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ]p NS

α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )L c



> 0 if ε ≤ ε̃ NS ,


α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ







∂ k̄ s
 −L[αρ(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)(1 − θl )] < 0
∂ε 


if ε̃ NS < ε ≤ ε̃S ,






0


k ≤ [αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)](p S − p NS ),

αρ(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)(1 − θl )
αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)
1
· L(1 + ε − εeS ) − τeS2 ,
2



α(1 − ρ)(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)ρ(1 − θl )
α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ
1 2
· L(1 + ε − εe NS ) − τe NS
,
2



p NS  v −



if ε > ε̃S .

ε̂S ≡

where p S and p NS are equilibrium prices set by the firm corresponding to granted and denied certification outcomes.
The firm sets these prices taking consumers’ equilibrium
beliefs and their corresponding utility maximizing effort into
account.



κ[α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ]
.
L c [α(1 − ρ)(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)ρ(1 − θl )]

Next, consider that safety and effort are complements.
Thresholds ε̂ NS , ε̂, and ε̂S for the complements case defined
in Section 3.2 are given by

Therefore, in a PBE the firm seeks certification if

pS  v −

κ
,
L c [α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )]

Given α(1 − ρ)/(α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ) < α < αρ/(αρ +
(1 − α)(1 − ρ)), we get ε̃ NS < ε̃ < ε̃S .
The firm’s certification incentives are higher compared to
the case without consumer moral hazard.
If k̄ s is the maximum cost for which the certification equilibrium exists, given safety and effort are substitutes

− [α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )]L f − k,
πD  p NS − [α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )]L f .

κ[αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)]
,
L c [αρ(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)(1 − θl )]

where eS  ([αρ(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)(1 − θl )]Lε)/([αρ +
(1− α)(1− ρ)]τ) if ε < ε̃S , and 1 otherwise; and e NS  ([α(1− ρ)·
(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)ρ(1 − θl )]Lε)/([α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ]τ) if ε < ε̃ NS ,
and 1 otherwise.
If k̄ s is the maximum cost for which the certification equilibrium exists, k̄ s first increases and then decreases with ε if
ε < ε̃ NS , decreases with ε if ε̃ NS < ε ≤ ε̃S , and does not depend
on ε if ε > ε̃S . The proof for the complement case proceeds in
exactly the same manner as above and is therefore omitted.

ε̂ ≡
ε̂ NS ≡

κ[αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)]
,
L c [αρθh + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)θl ]
κ
,
L c [αθh + (1 − α)θl ]
κ[α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ]
.
L c [α(1 − ρ)θh + (1 − α)ρθl ]

Given α(1 − ρ)/(α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ) < α < αρ/(αρ + (1 −
α)(1 − ρ)), we get ε̂S < ε̂ < ε̂ NS .
The firm’s certification incentives are lower compared to
the case without consumer moral hazard.
If k̄ c is the maximum cost for which the certification equilibrium exists, given safety and effort are complements


α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )L c


<0
if ε ≤ ε̂S ,

−
α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ





 (αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ))[α(1 − ρ)θh + (1 − α)ρθl ]


∂ k̄ c
 Lc

∂ε 

α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ



+ L f [αρθh + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)θl ] > 0 if ε̂S < ε ≤ ε̂ NS ,





0
if ε > ε̂ NS .


(2) Contributory Negligence. If safety and effort are substitutes, the thresholds ε̃ NS , ε̃, and ε̃S are given by
ε̃S ≡

κ[αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)] − [αρ(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)(1 − θl )]L f
[αρ(1 − θh) + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)(1 − θl )]L

,
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ε̃ ≡
ε̃ NS ≡

κ − [α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )]L f
[α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )]L

,

κ[α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ] − [α(1 − ρ)(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)ρ(1 − θl )]L f
[α(1 − ρ)(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)ρ(1 − θl )]L

.

Given α(1 − ρ)/(α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ) < α < αρ/(αρ +
(1 − α)(1 − ρ)), we get ε̃ NS < ε̃ < ε̃S .
The firm’s certification incentives are higher compared to
the case without consumer moral hazard.
If k̄ s is the maximum cost for which the certification equilibrium exists, given safety and effort are substitutes

selling the product at price p NS , they rationally infer that the
firm deviated to not seeking certification.
Consider the candidate equilibrium in which the firm
seeks certification. The firm sets price p S if it is granted certification and p NS +  if it is denied certification. If consumers
observe the seal and the associated price p S , they buy the
product. However, if they do not observe the seal and they
see a price higher than p NS , they do not buy the product.
Therefore, the firm’s expected profits for certification equilibrium can be written as
πC  [αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)]p S
− [αρ(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)(1 − θl )]L f − k.

α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )L c



> 0 if ε ≤ ε̃ NS ,


α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ




∂ k̄ s
 −L[αρ(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)(1 − θl )] < 0

∂ε 
if ε̃ NS < ε ≤ ε̃S ,



0
if
ε > ε̃S .


The firm is willing to sell at price p NS if it deviates to not
seeking certification. The consumers believe that the firm did
not seek certification. If the firm deviates to not seeking certification and sets price at p NS , the profits of the firm are
given by

Next, consider that safety and effort are complements. The
thresholds ε̂ NS , ε̂, and ε̂S are given by

πD  p NS − [α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )]L f .

ε̂S ≡

κ[αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)] − [αρ(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)(1 − θl )]L f
[αρθh + (1 − α)(1 − ρ)θl ]L

ε̂ ≡
ε̂ NS ≡

κ − [α(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)(1 − θl )]L f
[αθh + (1 − α)θl ]L

,

k ≤
,

κ[α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ] − [α(1 − ρ)(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)ρ(1 − θl )]L f
[α(1 − ρ)θh + (1 − α)ρθl ]L

.

Given α(1 − ρ)/(α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ) < α < αρ/(αρ +
(1 − α)(1 − ρ)), we get ε̂S < ε̂ < ε̂ NS .
Also, the firm’s certification incentives are lower compared
to the case without consumer moral hazard.
If k̄ c is the maximum cost for which the certification equilibrium exists, it is straightforward to show that


α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )L


< 0 if ε ≤ ε̂S ,

−
α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ






 (αρ + (1 − α)(1 − ρ))[α(1 − ρ)θh + (1 − α)ρθl ]

∂ k̄ c
 L

∂ε 








0


Therefore, in a PBE the firm seeks certification only if

α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ

>0

if ε̂S < ε ≤ ε̂ NS ,
if ε > ε̂ NS .

When the Certification Decision Can Be
Inferred from Prices
Consider the basic model described in Section 2, and assume
that the consumers’ valuation for the product is low enough
(v < ((α(1− ρ)(1− θh )+(1− α)ρ(1− θl ))/(α(1− ρ)+(1− α)ρ))L)
that if the firm is denied certification along the equilibrium
path, the firm finds selling at price p NS unprofitable. The
above condition ensures that in the case when the firm is
denied certification, it does not sell to consumers even if
consumers believe the firm deviated to not seeking certification. However, the valuation is large enough (v > ([α(1 − ρ) ·
(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)ρ(1 − θl )]L − [α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1) ·
(θh − θl )]L f )/(α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ)) that the firm is willing to
sell to consumers at the same price if it deviates to not seeking certification. Therefore, if the consumers observe the firm

α(1 − α)(2ρ − 1)(θh − θl )L c
− [α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ]v
α(1 − ρ) + (1 − α)ρ
+ [α(1 − ρ)(1 − θh ) + (1 − α)ρ(1 − θl )]L.

In this case, an additional incentive for certification is created because of the firm’s option of not selling the product
when the firm is denied certification.
Now, we consider the presence of consumer moral hazard starting with the substitutes case. Since the proof follows the same strategy as the one presented above, we only
summarize the main findings here. The result about additional incentives due to the option of not selling the product
when the firm is denied certification continues to hold in the
model with consumer moral hazard as well. A comparison
of πC and πD in different ranges of the effectiveness ε of consumers’ effort reveals a nonmonotonic effect of ε on the firm’s
incentives to seek certification. The incentive for certification
first increases (if ε ≤ ε̃ NS ), then decreases (if ε̃ NS < ε ≤ ε̃S ),
and finally remains unchanged (if ε > ε̃S ) with increase in ε.
Therefore, results presented in Section 3.1 are robust to this
extension.
If safety and effort are complements, the presence of moral
hazard acts to reduce the firm’s incentive to seek certification. However, the option of not selling the product when
the firm is denied certification creates incentives for certification. The firm’s incentive to seek certification changes nonmonotonically with ε as described in Proposition 4 unless
the probability with which the firm is denied certification is
sufficiently large. In this case, the incentive for certification
increases with ε in its entire range.

Endnotes
1

For example, an NSF International study conducted in 2013 found
that 44% of consumers prefer products that are independently tested
and certified.
2

For example, even if the court requires the firm to compensate for all
proven physical losses, consumers may still suffer from pain/trauma
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and the burden of legal fees. Under the American Rule, which is the
default rule controlling assessment of attorney’s fees in the United
States, each party pays its own legal fees.
3

In related work, Polinsky and Rogerson (1983) investigates how the
optimal liability rules depend on the market power of the sellers
when consumers underestimate the losses from the accident.
4

There is also a literature on disclosure in the context of distribution
relationships. For example, Guo (2009) examines a manufacturer’s
choice of quality disclosure format between direct disclosure to consumers and indirect disclosure through downstream retailers in a
distribution channel. Sun (2015) examines the effect of the channel
structure on the manufacturer’s incentive to disclose product-match
information to the consumers.
5
Note that if ρ < 0.5, the firm would be better off without a certification sticker and therefore would always choose no certification.
If ρ  0.5, consumers would ignore the certification outcome. Therefore, the relevant case for our analysis is ρ > 0.5, which ensures that
the certification provides an informative signal of safety.
6

It is important to note that in the intermediate range, the consumers equilibrium beliefs λ is consistent with the firm’s certification
decision.
7

A mixed strategy equilibrium also exists (as derived in the appendix) in the range where both certification and no certification equilibrium exists where the firm mixes between certification and no certification. Consistent with intuition, in this equilibrium the probability
of choosing no certification is increasing in the cost k.
8

Section 4.1 presents an extension of this model in which the effort
chosen by the consumer is continuous and where the cost of effort is
smoothly increasing and convex.
9

Consumer effort and product safety may be independent as well.
However, in that case the equilibria are as in Proposition 1. This
is because the consumer’s choice of effort does not depend on her
beliefs about the firm type. Certification plays a role by changing
the beliefs of the consumer about the firm type. Since beliefs do not
affect the choice of consumer effort, the equilibrium does not depend
on the effort choice.
10

In Section 4.2, we investigate other possible liability assignments
rules (both “strict liability” and “contributory negligence”) and show
that the results presented in the main model are robust to these
alternative liability assignment rules.
11

As an example, in the famous Liebeck v. McDonald’s Restaurants,
P.T.S., Inc. (No. D-202 CV-93-02419, 1995 WL 360309) case (also
known as “the hot coffee lawsuit”), the jury in its August 18, 1994,
verdict awarded Liebeck US$200,000 in compensatory damages but
then reduced it to US$160,000 using the law of comparative negligence to reflect the 20% fault that was assessed of Liebeck in causing
the accident.
12
http://www.amazon.com/fire-extinguisher/b/refdp_brw_link
?ieUTF8&node13400621, accessed September 26, 2015.
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